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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Christia, EduCIIIorr ]oumlll lwociatio,, composed of several members or sponsorin& orpniza
tions, publishes the Journal as a channel of communication for all educators committed to the idea of
evangelical Christian schools, whether at the elementaty, secondaty, or college level. The general pufJM*
of the Journal is to foster the continuing improvement of educational theoty and practice in Chrislian
schools. Therefore, its pages are an open forum for significant anicles and srudies by Christian educaron
on Christian teaching. Editorial policy encourages those contributions that evaluate as well as describe ex
isting trends and practices in Nonh American education. All articles and editorials appearing in it are to
be regarded as the expression of the viewpoint of the writers and not as the official position of the Clms
tia, EduCIItorr ]oumlll lwocialio" or its member organizations.

EDITORIAL
Sports and the
Christian Educator
Wallace Bratt
BectJuse the reltJtionship of sports to ChnstitJn eductJtion
is of deep concern to Chn"stitJn eductJtors, we tlppreciflte
Dr.

BrtJtt's tJrticle, tJnd it is being given the edi'toritJI

position bectJuse it tJsks for such serious thought.

-Editor

It was just last month that the lead story on one of the
local TV evening news programs told about the cutbacks
which are being planned in a neighboring public school
syste.m due to the rejection of a millage proposal for the
co;'lllg
ll year. Some dozens of teachers are being laid off,
satd the reponer, while the system's costly interscholas
tic sports program is being continued. Only one mem
ber of the Board of Education responsible for this deci
sion had the temerity to challenge, and even to vote
against, this arrangement, suggesting publicly that the
school system in question has its priorities radically mis
placed. I rather suspect, however, that the action of the
majority of the school board members more accurately
reflects the sum of public opinion in the community in
volved-and in the great majority of American cities,
towns, and rural areas as well-than did the lone dis
senting voice which protested that action. For vast
!lumbers .of �ericans a.school's sports program simply
15 more stgnificant than ts the quality of its educational
program. After all, sports is King!
Consequently, we have come to expect that football
�rannize Sunday (and Saturday) TV during the seem
mgly endless " fall" season, which now begins in mid
summer and extends well into the winter. We have
come to expect that professional athletes (and they need
not be unusually gifted) command salaries ludicrously
disproponionate to the ultimate value of what they are
domg. We have come to expect that our local news
papers will devote more space on any given day to a
baseball game played by some mediocre professional
team, or to a basketball game played by five adoles
cents, �an �o news stories about significant develop
ments m nauons overseas. We have come to expect that
the President of the United States will send not diploW�e Br1111 is 11 professor of German 111 Clllvin College, Grand RApids,
Muhtg/111, 1111d he h111 served on the Clllvin College Athletics Committee.

mats, but boxing champions abroad to convince Mrican
.nat��ns t? join an olympics boycott which is essentially
pohucal m character. After all, sports is king, and when
spons ''heroes'' speak, people listen.
What about us, as Christian educators? Have we in
the face of this obsession with sports maintained our in
tegrity and an appropriate sense of perspective, or have
we, too, o� both the college and high school level,
tended to gtve way, to be swept along with the whole
frenzied spons mania? No millage issue can threaten
our athletic programs and thus force us in a direct way to
choose between sports and academic concerns, but we
�e confronted almost daily with the question of priori
ties, whether we are aware of it or not. What implicit
choices are we making? What really comes first - for
bot� Christian school constituencies and for us as pro
fesstonal educators? Just what are we, if not by word,
then by deed, communicating to our students as far as
the relative significance of sports is concerned?
Each of us has been hired by an educational insti
tution. Our schools traditionally have been called
''Schools for Christian EductJtion. ''That would seem to
suggest that the educational enterprise is to be preemi
nent. I have to come to wonder, however, whether such
is currently always the case. And because the athletic
estab�ishm�nts in most of our schools, including the col
lege m whtch I teach, have been expanding, not con
tracting, discussion of the issue ought not be delayed.
SPORTS : A FEW QUESTIONS

Quite obviously, there is no precise set of guidelines
which one can use in any effort to determine whether or
not the spons program in any given school has assumed
unhealthy proportions. One can, however, ask a few
simple questions. Honest answers to such questions may
provide at least a beginning for anyone genuinely inter
ested in probing the problem in his or her own school.
1.

The first question which comes to mind is the obvious
one, but should, in any case, be asked. How many
teams does a given school sponsor?
This question has become increasingly urgent in re
cent years, due to the burgeoning of women's interscho
lastic and intercollegiate sports programs. No fair
minded person, it seems to me, could object to equal
athletic opportunity for men and women. At the same
time, any increase in the number of women's teams
clearly means an increase in the total number of teams
fielded by any school. Funhermore, any such increase
brings with it the potential for difficulty.
The most obvious area of such difficulty has to do
with coaching. If one stays within the teaching staff and
�signs coaching on a wholesale basis to regular profes
siOnal educators, one runs the risk of finding oneself

SPORTS, continued on page 18.
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HISTORY
TEACHING:
An Evaluation
and Christian Approach

Jack Boelema
History as a discipline has undergone several changes in
past years . While traditional history teachers unraveled
dates and battles and spouted the names of dead kings,
others abandoned these ''basics'' in favor of more
"meaningful" materials. Relevancy became the reac
tion to traditionalism as new methodologies strove to
present a discipline with more appeal. Progressive in
structors replaced lectures with discussions and work
books with study manuals. Historical theories and con
cepts entered the curriculum when repons indicated
that history ranked low in student popularity polls. Ad
vocates of learning games boasted high motivation,
communication, and understanding.
Traditional teaching was criticized. ''Traditional
teaching means boredom. " "Kids don't remember all
that stuff anyway! " "Why bother with it?" Progressiv
ists were criticized, too . "They don't know Tom Jeffer
son from Ben Franklin, and they have never heard of
Winston Churchill . ' ' ''If they don't get the stuff now,
they'll never get it later," An eagerness to teach theory
and concept cost the instructor his time plan, and he did
not quite get around to finishing his course. Games had
their place but nearly cost some idealistic teachers their
sanity.
The controversy was profitable, however, because the
criticism forced (or should have) teachers to reevaluate
jack Boelema teaches at the West Side Christian School in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
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their teaching. Traditional teaching has faults that
should be recognized. Educational studies indicate a
heavy loss of factual data by the student. Plodding
through books and supplemental materials can be a lit
tle dull . On the other hand, supponers of content
teaching correctly perceived that some progressivists
missed basic learning areas, so traditionalists were skep
tical of change .
WHY STUDY HISTORY?

It is good to learn from disagreement and seek direction
from it . Just why do we study history? History is impor
tant to mature intellectual growth, and one needs a ba
sic knowledge of both facts and concepts. Imagine the
horrible ignorance of a society which knew nothing of its
past. It has been said that we "are pygmies standing on
the shoulders of giants .'' How great an intellectual her
esy it would be to abandon knowledge of all that has
been experienced and learned by our predecessors. Hu
manity can derive a good deal from the knowledge of
the past , because it provides a base from which society
can advance. Perhaps this is why George Santayana said,
''Those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it . ' ' It is important to know why Rome fell be
cause we can see parallels to the consequences of im
proper and inept government actions , or the benefits of
wise statemanship , so that we ourselves may become
HISTORY, continued on page 6.
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HISTORY, continued from page 5.

wiser. We should know the good and bad in liberal and
conservative trends in order that we may take an in
formed side on issues. We must recognize racism, big
otry, and other social sins so that we may seek justice
wisely.
In A Christilln View of History, Calvin College pro
fessor DirkJellema offers some imponant reasons why it
is necessary to include history in the Christian school
curriculum:
1. It widens our experience by helping us to under
stand other cultures.
2. History frees us from bonds of restrictiveness. That
is, it helps us, and especially our young people, to see
that our ideas and values are not the only way. We can
profit from others' values systems.
3. The discipline teaches imponant moral lessons
about man's pride, depravity, selfishness, and greed,
which are necessary to understand about! man's constitu
tion.
4. History should promote some sense of thanks and
wonder to God.The study is God's revelation, teaching
us something very real about human nature and God's
love and judgement upon mankind.
5. History is a story of how other people solved their
problems. A careful scrutiny of their problems, faults,
trends, and values can give us good direction.
METHODOLOGY FOR TODAY

The best methods to convey these ideas and others de
pend upon the teacher's industry and imagination. In
most cases accountability does not determine the pay
check, but a cenain professional conscience is incum
bent upon all educators. A dull and continual plodding
can kill the best student's excitement and natural curi
osity to learn.It is sometimes no wonder that imagina
tions are stilted and 75-90 per cent of content materials
are forgotten by the next year. Likewise, vague and
pointless discussions that lack student interest or are be
yond their·conceptual level soon lead to learning break
dawn and discipline problems. It is important that
teachers define goals carefully, review objectives regular
ly, and utilize current learning tools and ideas when
they apply.
There is a real place for both factual teaching and
concept learning. It is imponant to be flexible, how
ever, and students can give good direction here. They

ace usually honest when it comes to the instructor's
teaching. If they do not like what the teacher is doing
they will tell him (telling varies from a spitball to ''This
stuff is really stupid!"). But if they like the style, they
will tell the teacher that, too {this ranges from excited
and smiling eyes to "Ya know what I think about
that?"). Students interested in learning do not have
time to create problems. Motivation has many sources,
so teachers should try different ideas continually to see
what works. Shape it, style it some, and try it again. A
stimulating lecture can smack with academic brilliance
and go far. Notes have their place. Dress up role-playing
is exciting. Related issues ace best handled with con
trolled and meaningful discussions, and some learning
games are nothing shon of terrific. Students should read
some good books and be encouraged to make three to
five minute oral repons when they tire of listening to
the teacher.Music relating to a particular culture can be
refreshing.
THE CHRISTIAN IDSTORY TEACHER
Every Christian educator has a special assignment that is
best expressed in Proverbs 29: 18 (KJV) "Where there is
no vision the people perish.'' Every Christian educator
must aspire to something lofty, and this text gives the
ideal.
Calvinism includes the doctrine of providence, and
Calvinistic doctrine, simplistic or not, teaches that his
tory is God's plan. Acceptance of this tenet requires its
proponents to interpret intelligently God's hand in cre
ation; and this interpretation must be carefully worked
out by each teacher. That God is active in the events of
men must be explained by the Christian history teacher.
Scripture attests to divine providence directing the des
tiriy of Jews, pagans, and Christians. Examples should
be pointed out. That does not call for superfidal ''what
God is doing here is .. . ,"but rather calls for substan
tial interpretations of basic events according to the
Christian mind.
"Have in you the mind ofJesus Christ," directs Paul
in Philippians 5:7. What is the Christian response,
then, to revolutions, materialism, communism, or other
government philosophies, racism, capitalism, and other
co,ncepts?
Christian history educators must show how Christian
directives are related to conflicts and societal issues can
promote a just society.
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Once r�pon a lr�nch hor�r draggy, all my spirits weld and saggy,
To the lor�nge I siOUIIy wtnrled to renew friendships of yore.
&rlier this same semester, some incipient, profone jester
Hllll sr�ggested I seqr�ester in my office r�p a floor,
Thai I COUier eremite-l�e my office r�p a floor,
Sit and COUier, nothing more.
NOUI those hor�rs spent so sillily, I prepared to renor�nce
.Ar I qr�ietly approached the teachers' UIOrhoom door.
Hllll I really so forgotten that the lor�nge hllll smeUed so
From those chohng, misbegotten clor�di the smokers so Mlore,
Forgot that clor�dy, m111ty gloom that the smokers so Mlore?
Forgot again, ah, ne11ermore.

Deep into that rlense fog peering, long I stood there UIOntiering, fearing,
Dreaming dreams no nonsmoker e11er tlared to dream before.
There within the shflliows ea.ring, I amidst the cor�ghs and sneezing,
'Mid the hef111Y, ght11tly wheezing stJUI or�r sainted teacher corps,
SNthose rlediuted members of or�r sainted teacher corps.
SNthem smoke, fore11ermore.
Sr�t/Jenly my lr�ngs grew stronger, hesitating then no longer,
"Sirs," I crier/, "and m.atiams, lnlly yor�r attention I implore.
Letl11e this filthy fli&e behind yor�, lea11e no fiShes to remind yor�
Of the gloom in which I find yor�, shed the habit I abhor.
Shed that smeUy, smoky habit sr�rgeon generals abhor. ''
Cor�ghed the teachers, ''Ne11ermore. ''
Then at last redr�ced to plelllling, said I, "Can yor�
Can you e11ery fact and figure, e11ery eflirlence
Responding to my gentle urging came a 11oice
From that Stygian gloom emerging with
Came the rlelllily, drearled qr�estion I
]11st a question, nothing more:
''Does the contract clearly
Not preclurle hart11sment
Letl11e no memo t11 a
Lea11e our co11rtr��;ctt�<rll
Ttde your san,cttn.�Q
You are we,(cOJ'IU1J
&ck into

I sNpeering,
rloor.
and st��penrled
of edr�cation lore,
district smoking lore,
UJJI.f!ti.A�e lc)(#�t�QJfiie scratches of their lighters and their mtllches
all or�r s��<cred rules ignore?

R(le'1fl11ress dri11en, Cflltigated unforgiflen,

-..-L�a..(Jori�,.,

11irtue triumphing once more,

sturlents tnumphing once more.
111i,_fg
i
ah, ne11ermore.

'��"ill,!rnii"J'l, ne11er mofling, still are groofling, still are groofling

pr�ffi of 11apor they so arrlently Mlore.

WELCH is associllle principfll, Shaumee Mission So111h High School, S!Mwnee Missiml,
IVInsas.
Used with permission © 1979, Phi Delta 1V1pp11, Inc.
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nities

Equal

Education in the United States has taken an interesting
and ironic twist. It has come a complete half circle, now
standing directly opposed to wh�t one of the founders
of our country saw as its purpose.
Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United
States, saw education as a way to pick out the most bril
liant men for special service in the country. His plan
would have guaranteed for boys (girls were not in
cluded) reading, writing, and arithmetic. Mter that,
the brightest boy in each school would be sent free to
boarding school. Every year the brightest students
would continue and the others would go home. The

best of the best would be educated six years and after

paduation the top half would go on to college. These
paduatcs, Jefferson assumed, would become leading
citizens or become involved in government (Owen,
Blount, and Moscow, Educational Psychology: An Intro

tl��elion, 1978).
Jefferson saw education as a means of nurturing the
gifted to make sure they reached their potential. (The
bottom of the best he foresaw as becoming teachers) .
Jefferson's plan never caught on, but at least he realized
that education must stimulate the best minds.
IJotniU Miellettu is
Sioa Cet�ter, lot����.

8
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se11ior teacher education student

111

Dordt College,

Abraham Lincoln , the sixteenth president, freed the
slaves with his Emancipation Proclamation. Unfortu
nately, as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. pointed out in his
"I Have a Dream" speech in 1965, that piece of paper
did not ensure justice and equal opportunities for Ne
groes . The educational system has stepped in and tried
to bridge the gap between promises and reality by pro
viding better education for Negroes so that they may
have more chances to match the white model of success.
The giant "leap for mankind" step was taken in 1954,
with the landmark court case Brown vs. Board of Educa
tion in Topeka, Kansas . In that case, the Supreme Coun
of the United States ruled that "separate but equal"
was a contradiction in terms and reversed the 1896
Plessy vs. Ferguson decision which had legalized school
segregation. As King reminded us, much progress re
mains to be seen , but a beginning has been made.
Even the right of women to education is now recog
nized. While Jefferson limited higher education to
white males, today a more enlightened society recog
nizes the great potential both blacks and women have to
offer in most fields and professions. Sex-segregated
schools have been reduced. Even West Point now ad
mits women.
GIFTED, continued on page 9.
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GIFTE D,

contin ued from page 9.

More recently, Public Law 94-142, known as the
Mainstreaming Act, has taken education in yet another
direction. The act states that all students must be edu
cated in the least restrictive environment possible. In
practical terms, this means nearly all educators can plan
on having one or more students with various handicaps
in their classrooms. Equal opportunity for the handi
capped, the mainstreamers cry, and they are beginning
to get it.
THE GIFTED

However, one group remains sorely discriminated
against: the gifted. Unlike blacks, women, and the
handicapped, the gifted have had no legislation enacted
especially to aid them. As Thomas Jefferson was percep
tive enough to realize, the gifted represent a precious
natural resource (fortunately renewable, unlike natural

gas and uranium) which must be developed carefully to
reach its full potential.
Too many of the gifted remain in the ''diamond in
the rough'' stage. They need polishing and refinement
to sparkle as they should. Diamonds are said to be a
girl's best friend. Much more are the gifted our coun
try's best friends in terms of what they can offer.
Why give special help to the gifted, pupils who are
clearly capable of learning on their own? '' ...good
teaching is being done when every child-gifted, aver
age, or dull-is given a reasonable opportunity to devel
op his own unique abilities. This does not mean treating
every child alike, for the teacher has the right to expect

from every child according to his ability, and she has the
duty to give to each according to his need. This means

not the same chance for each child but an equal
chance" (Laycock, Gifted Chtldren, 1957).
GIFTED, continued on page 27.

The Remedial Prog ram
in the Christian School
Grace Koene
It is important to educate every child in such a way that
he can develop his abilities completely and use those
God-given talents to God's glory. Individualized in
struction could meet the needs of different students at
distinct levels of development. However, this is very dif
ficult for the classroom teacher, who has perhaps thirty
students with varying abilities and interests. She could
possibly prepare some activities which would motivate
the gifted child, but it is the slower learner who some
times needs more time and attention than the teacher
can afford.
It is essential that the Christian school meet the needs
of the slow learner also. As Carol Brink (CE], May,
1975) states, .
It is time that we provide adequate education for our
special students, not letting them struggle and ex
perience unnecessary frustration until their parents in
desperation pull them out of the Christian school and,
often with feelings of guilt, place them in a public
school that can provide an adequate education.

The public school might be better equipped to meet the
academic needs of the child, but I question whether it is
adequate in all respects.
Grace Koene is the remedial teacher for grades one to eight in ihe Fruitland
john Knox Memorial Christian School in Ontario, Canada.
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We teach the child as a whole being with physical,
emotional, and spiritual aspects which cannot be
separated. The child also must learn that everything he
does is in relation and in response to God. ''Train a
child in the way he should go, and when he is old he
will not turn from it.'' (Proverbs 22:6, NIV). This verse
indicates the need for a program in the Christian school
to meet the needs of these special children. Virginia B.
Anderson (CE], May, 1975), says this verse, "does not
specify a child with a certain set of abilities or I.Q.
Rather, these words commend all children to Christian
education.''
Many schools have been developing special education
or remedial programs. Remedial services in many of the
elementary Christian schools in Ontario, Canada, are
still quite new. The nature of the remedial classroom in
different schools might depend on the availability of ap
propriate materials, the training of the teacher, and the
needs of the student population.
Webster's New World Dictionary defines remedia
tion as ''the act or process of remedying or overcoming
learning disabilities or problems.'' This definition of
remediation is comparable to how Carl Rogers (Helping
Clients With Special Concerns, 1979) perceives counsel
ing. He views counseling as '' . . . a matter of removing
REMEDIAL, continued on page 10.
9

REMEDIAL,

con tinued from page 10.

obstacles in the way of growth.'' The purpose of the
remedial classroom in my school is to help the children
who have problems keeping up with the rest of the class
in the skill subjects (language arts and mathematics).
Most of the students need reading help. A deficiency in
this subject affects many other areas covered throughout
the school day. The student might receive extra help
with the materials covered in class or he might be on a
program completely separate from the class. This is
sometimes necessary because the child is several levels
behind the class in a particular subject. He might re
ceive help in one or several subjects, depending on
where his problems lie. The amount of time the child
spends in the remedial classroom depends on how severe
his problems are.

already aware of his weaknesses on the basis of his per
formance in class. Many of the children I deal with see
remedial as an opportunity to improve in the areas
where they are weak. Some children even ask whether
they can receive more help because the assistance they
have received resulted in significant improvements. This
positive attitude towards the remedial classroom is
largely the result of the feeling parents and classroom
teachers express concerning the he!P received.
Although the remedial teacher might deal mainly
with academic problems, she cannot separate these from
other concerns that might be troubling the child. The
whole child comes in for help, and the teacher should
be concerned for the whole person. The child might not
be able to focus on the academic tasks until his other
needs have been recognized. Here we see how impor-

Proverbs 22:6 does not specify a child with a certain
set of abilities or I.Q. Rather, these words commend
all children to Christian education.
Academic problems stem from a variety of different
sources, such as physical defects, perceptual problems,
speech and language problems, or a low I.Q. The child
could be a slow maturer who is at a developmental level
below most children his age. Environmental disadvan
tages can hinder progress. Absence or moving from one
school to another can disrupt learning. Emotional prob
lems can prevent a child's concentrating on school work.
Lack of effon and interest can result in unacceptable
behavior and poor study habits. A poor pupil-teacher
relationship or inadequate teaching which does not
meet the individual child's needs can also be detri
mental. On the basis of daily work, classroom tests, or
standardized achievement tests such as the Canadian
Basic Skills Tests, the classroom teacher can recognize
the children who need extra help.
The remedial classroom will not be able to meet all
the needs of all the children. As Anderson (CE], May,
1975) states, ''Granted, some children need tools we do
not have: the emotionally disturbed, the ones with
severe learning disabilities, the retarded.'' In such cases
it is necessary to refer the parents with the child to a
community agency where a more thorough assessment
can be completed. This agency can assist the school in
setting up a suitable program for the child. It is impor
tant that the parents, principal, classroom teacher, and
remedial teacher communicate with a representative
from this agency and work together on the recommen
dations made.
Some children might have problems with the stigma
attached to the remedial classroom. In my experience
this has not been a major problem. The student with
difficulties knows that probably the whole class is
10

tant it is for the teacher to make use of attending skills
and to be sensitive, empathetic, and authentic. If a
child has feelings or needs he wishes to express and
discuss, the teacher should be ready to listen. The
remedial classroom encourages this freedom because the
teacher has more time to listen, ·and there is more
privacy than in the regular classroom. These conversa
tions might reveal important information related to the
classroom, school yard, or home. In this way the teacher
will be able to understand the child better and be more
equipped to help him.
It is very difficult to work with the child who is not in
terested in and does not see the importance of school
work at all. It is necessary for this child's attitude to
change and he should agree to cooperate before any suc
cess in academic work can be achieved. The teacher can
challenge the child with meaningful material in which
he can be active and successful. The teacher should also
be very honest with this child. She should let him feel
that he is accepted as a person but that at times his
behavior is not acceptable. The child has to realize that
he can improve, but he must recognize his own respon
sibility in order to succeed in the remedial program or in
his own classroom. Sidonie Brooks (CE], May, 1975) says
that,
As Christian teachers we must demand that our
students strive to be the most that they can be. As they
strive they will become responsive, contributing Chris
tian persons, and that, after all, is what Christian
education is all about.

The child may have to be confronted with his own
behavior and the truths of the Bible as related to his
REMEDIAL, continued on page 1 1.
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Although the remedial teacher might deal mainly
with academic problems, she cannot separate these
from other concerns that might be troubling the
child.
·

REMED IAL,

con tinued from page 10.

conduct. A child can ultimately not be helped towards a
successful solution of his problems until he sees his
behavior in the light of God's Word. Jay E. Adams
(Christian Counselor's Manual, p. 138) asserts that,
The very fact that children are not considered to be
morally neutral in the sight of God means that they
may be held responsible for making whatever righteous
responses that it is possible for a child to make at any
given age .

However, it is not the purpose of any confrontation to
give the child guilt feelings about himself. The child
should recognize the reality of his sins and his heavenly
Father's resulting displeasure, but he should also have
the assurance that his sins are forgiven in Christ.
There are also children who, as a result of failure,
have a very low self-concept. These children depend to a
large extent on reenforcement from significant others. A
teacher can help a child like this. First of all it is very im
portant to accept the child for what he is. As Anthony
A. Hoekema (CE], Nov., 1976) states,

Children of varying abilities and personalities should be
accepted as evidence of God ' s variety in creation.
Children with unusual needs and problems should be
viewed as a challenge rather than as an inconvenience .

It is also imponant to set realistic goals and reenforce
the positive for the child with a low self-concept. For
many of these children sufficient attention has been
drawn to the negative in their past experiences. The
teacher should find the child's strong points, and em
phasize that the abilities he has are important in service
to God. In I Corinthinas 12:4-31, we see that God is the
source of the gifts we have received, and that we all are
imponant pans of the body of Christ. There is a place
and task for all of us, including those who might have
less ability.
Each child is an image-bearer of God, and the Chris
tian school is responsible to God for every child en
trUsted to its charge. Therefore, it is essential that the
school do its utmost to meet the varied needs of each
student, including the slow learner. The remedial pro
gram is one avenue to help fulfill this responsibility.
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Diagnosis, the P
a:nd Listening

J

Marlow Ediger

Good teachers must possess skills penaining to diagnos
ing pupil deficiencies in learning. Only after proper
diagnosis has been completed can the student be guided
in the direction of remedying his problem.
Listening, speaking, reading, and writing represent
four vocabularies which are developed in the language
arts. Listening is the very first vocabulary developed by
infants and it is an excellent way of learning during an
individual's entire life span. It is imponant that the
listening skills of students be developed continually
during school years.
When learners enter the public schools, they already
have had many opponunities to gain facts, concepts,
and generalizations through listening. However, they
may also have developed some negative listening habits.
The learner may not have attained his best achievement
at any age level due to his being a poor listener. The
teacher, then, has an imponant responsibility to diag
nose reasons for any pupil's limited ability to listen.
FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN DIAGNOSING
POSSIBLE LISTENING PROBLEMS

A specific pupil usually listens poorly for several reasons.
Looking at one cause is generally inadequate. Seeking
multiple causes would be more realistic. The teacher
must be knowledgeable of possible causes and be able to
diagnose specific deficiencies in poor listeners before
remediation is applicable.
Often a pupil's inability to listen is an external situa
tion rather than a personal deficiency. What are possible
causes for a lack of proficiency in listening skills?
Marlow Ediger i.r a professor of education in Northe1111 Missouri State Uni
versity, Kirksville, Mi.rsouri.
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1. The pupil may not have adequate background in
formation to grasp the content presently being taught.
It is impossible for him to be a good listener. It is im
perative that he possess adequate background content if
he is to benefit from an ongoing learning activity involv
ing listening for new ideas.

2 . Ongoing learning experiences involving listening
may seem irrelevant to the learner. Unless a student
feels that he is being asked to learn something impor
tant to his own life, he may be unable to concentrate on
listening.
3. A student may not comprehend the meaning of
cenain learning experiences which involve listening.
The speaker may be utilizing concepts and generaliza
tions which the student finds too difficult to under
stand. To enable a student to listen well, the content
presented should be on his level of understanding.
4. A student may not perceive any purpose in a par
ticular learning experience. To listen well, the pupil
must sense that reasons and good purpose do exist for
the particular activity he is experiencing. Time spent in.
having a pupil develop a personal purpose for an ongo
ing learning activity is time well spent.

5. Individual differences must be provided for in all
learning activities involving listening. Pupils must have
ample opponunities to engage in a variety of listening
experiences. Lisening experiences, including use of
slides, films, filmstrips, and similar techniques, fol
lowed by discussions, are imponant in providing for in
dividual differences of students.

LISTENING,

con tinued on page 13.
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6. Diagnosing of the student's skill level in the area
of word-attack skills involving listening is also impor
tant. Phonetic analysis, syllabication, and structural
analysis are skills in which students must be or become
competent. Fo�lowing a diagnosis, pupils can be pro
vided with selected learning experiences to help them
develop their ability to learn.
7. The teacher must assess the quality of the learning
environment in terms of meeting the student's physical
needs. Ventilation, temperature, and general physical
comfon are important in aiding the pupil to listen well.
The psychological eAvironment is equally important. A
relaxed, supponive environment should be in evidence
for learners.
8. The child's home environment may present prob
lems which make listening to the teacher in the class
room difficult or perhaps impossible. He may not be
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able to concentrate adequately on learning experiences,
which require listening.
9. It is important to diagnose selected pupils to de
termine any physical inability to hear content properly.
What may appear to be poor listening on the pan of the
learner may actually be deficiency in hearing. Pupils
with a hearing loss should be seated as closely as possible
to the teacher. Of course, professional assistance then
becomes a must.
SUMMARY

The teacher must consider all possible causes for defic
iencies in the listening skills of pupils. Only then when
the problem is pinpointed, can these deficiencies be
remedied. Only then can interesting and meaningful
learning experiences be provided to guide each pupil in
achieving the realization of his maximum ability to
listen.

13
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�hen �orlds
Collide:
The Humanist-Religious Ethos
in Children ' s Literatu re

Joseph D.

Milner

In an editorial supponing the Right To Life movement,
James Buckley recently referred to a California medical
ethics bulletin whose defense of euthanasia and abor
tion dramatizes the battle lines which have been drawn
between those who follow the Old Ethic rooted in
Judeo-Christian belief and those who ascribe to the New
Ethic anchored in man-centered humanism. Susan Son
tag has pointed to this same split (though for opposing
reasons) in Against Interpretation, and the schism has
been the continuing concern of neo-orthodox theolog
ians , philosophers of science , and popularizers like the
secularistJacob Bronoski . For these and other wide rang
ing minds , the struggle between the rational , ethical ,
man-centered style of the humanist and the mystical,
supernatural, faith-centered life of the religious man
has· occupied center stage .

in looking at the field of children's literature,
we take on this humanist-religious mind set, we be
come aware of the dichotomies that pervade all
genres of literature.

H,

One might have supposed that such Weltanschauung
games would never have been played on the fresh turf of
children' s literature , but the contest is clearly underway.
Sheila Schwanz , in an anicle in T�e- Humanist Oan . ,
1 976), shows she has recognized the clash and has enjoseph D. Milner is chairm an of the Education Department of Wake Forest
Uni11ersity in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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tered it in championing the cause of the New Ethic in a
polemic which cetebrates the new adolescent novel for
serving the " humanistic function" of making the world
" more knowable to young people . " And though her
salvos have only been vaguely directed at those she refers
to as the religious " crazies " from Kanaway County and
North Dakota, her consciousness of the fray is apparent.
Madelein L' Engle ' s editors must also be aware of the
fracas , for they chose to include on the dust cover of Cir
cle ofQuiet the fact that she is a ' ' practicing Christian. ' '
it, in looking at the field ot children' s literature , we
take on this humanist-religious mind set, we become
aware of the dichotomies that pervade all genres of liter
ature . We have two sons of mysteries : the puzzle mys
tery (humanist) , like EncyclopeditJ Brown, which always
promises us a cognitive solution, and the · true mystery
(religious) like Boston' s Green Knowe books with their
confounding situations . In nature stories which center
on a nostalgia for the land , we find very different world
views : celebration of man' s cohabiting with nature like
Donavan' s WildIn the World (humanist) , and Peck' s .A
Day No Pigs Would Die, which speaks of man's stew
ardship and domination of a divinely created world (re
ligious) . These same kinds of dichotomies can be found
in fantasy, ethnic , realistic , science fiction, and other
genres .
the opposite is expressed in two favorite pieces of
children ' s literature-E. B . White ' s Charlotte 's Web
and C. S . Lewis ' The Lion, the Witch and the Wt:�rd
robe. They not only clarify the differences among these
contending ethos but also heighten our appreciation of
these two powerful books . A careful look at them reveals
the disparate sources from which their power is drawn.
Three points of clear demarcation between two contrast
ing worlds are apparent:

1. Presentation of other worlds

2.
3.

Mode of characterization
Sense of death and transformation·
Presentation of Other Worlds

Clear differences emerge readily in White' s and Lewis'
presentation of other worlds in Charlotte's Web and
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. The creation
of these worlds , the manner in which they are entered,
the separateness of the old world and the other world ,
and the attitude toward the departure and return to the
old world are all remarkable and significant.
It is evident that White is clearly interested not only
in the notion of the separate worlds , but also in their
oneness . Spots of time exist in which Fern is wholly in
the world of family and friends , even though these
times are relatively rare in the course of the book. At
other times she is so wholly immersed in � world of
Charlotte ' s web that Wilbur and the barnyard exist
without consciousness of Fern' s being necessary. Never-

WORLDS, continued on page 29.
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Educating the "Global Soldier" for now and then .

Steven Vryhof
When I was in college a professor once asked our class,
"What do you like most about Christianity?" I re
sponded, "Warfare. "
"Warfare? ! " a young lady cried. "How can you say
that? The benefits of Christianity are the peace, the joy,
the love-not warfare. " Of course she was right, and I
was very embarrassed . But I tried to explain: I see life,
the world, the whole universe as a huge struggle be
tween good and evil, God and Satan, the powers of
light and the powers of darkness-a struggle cosmic in
nature, eternal in results. (I had been reading too much
C . S Lewis) . In a sense, every word, every action, every
progum, every policy, every thing contributes to one
side or the other. And by God's grace we have been
called to fight on the side which is assured the Final Vic
tory.
What I was trying to say in that college class was that I
enjoy being a part of the battle. This "battle" is one of
those exciting, yet severely misunderStood metaphors
used throughout the Bible, but especially in Ephesians
6. Paul tells us clearly what we are battling:
Finally , be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his
might. Put on the whole armor of God , that you may
be able to stand against the wiles of the devil . For we
are not contending against flesh and blood , but against
the principalities , against the powers , against the rulers
of this present darkness , against the spiritual hosts of
(RSV)
wickedness in the heavenly places .
Steven Vryhof teaches language arts at //Iiana Christian High School,
Lansing, Illinois.
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He even tells us what the Christian soldier should
wear:
Therefore take the whole armor of God , that you may
be able to withstand in the evil day , and having done
all , to stand . Stand therefore , having girded your loins
with truth, and having put on the breastplate of righ
teousness , and having shod your feet with the equip
ment of the gospel of peace ; besides all these , taking
the shield of faith , with which you can quench all the
flaming darts of the evil one . And take the helmet of
salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
Word of God . Pray at all times in the Spirit, with all
prayer and supplication. To that end keep alen with all
perseverance , making supplication for all the saints . . .
(RSV)

Paul, of course, is not using the soldier metaphor to
imply that the Christian's battle is in any way violent or
militaristic. It should not be used as evidence for a hys
terical, Bible thumping, pedantic brand of Christianity.
The battle is not fought in an angry, harsh, ill-conceived
way. Just look at the weapons: truth! righteousness! sal
vation! Unconventional weapons to be sure.
The beauty of the soldier metaphor is its assumption
that we must take this business called the Christian life
with profound seriousness. A soldier takes his calling
seriously. He readies his equipment, making sure every
thing is in superb condition (remember the equipment
list?) . He hones all his skills, constantly aware that his
very life depends on them. His singleness of purpose as
sures that he always knows what he is about, and he reSHAKESPEARE, continued on page 1 7.
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fuses to let himself be distracted or slide into a state of
unpreparedness . Ideally, he sees the purpose of his
struggle and he is ready to pay the cost with his life .
Alen, highly-trained , unswervingly dedicated , the
Christian soldier is ready , in Paul's words , " to with
stand in the evil day , and having done all, to stand . ' '
Never before has that skillfulness , that endurance ,
that obedience , that seriousness , been so necessary . We
stand on the threshold of a new decade , a decade pre
dicted to be a crucial one in many areas . It is not a time
for the Christian soldier to sit back, content in a sophis
ticated indifference to it all. Rather, it is a time for firm
discipline , renewed effons , and intense prayer. Wheth
er the concern is for saved souls , sound government,
freedom from disease , food for the hungry , life for the
unborn, a dean environment, society ' s morality, nu
clear disarmament, or responsible business deal
ings-the Christian had better be at the front of the
battle , wherever it is fought. Knowingly settling for less
cheapens the cost of discipleship and reduces our
witness to insipid tracts and pious platitudes.
The call is for Christian soldiers-serious , skilled ,
dedicated . But in the Eighties they have a funher re
quirement-they must do battle on a global scale . This
' ' global soldier' ' operates in a world from Oak Harbor,
Washington, to Bombay , India, from South Holland ,
Illinois , to Santiago, Chile . Because he moves in a world
of telecommunications and computers , of foreign poli
cies and corporate law , his skills and knowledge have
never before needed to be so complete, so advanced , so
sophisticated .
The responsibility of equipping and training this
Christian global soldier remains , as usual, on the shoul
ders of the Big Three : home , church, and (Christian)
school. (Let' s work to keep TV out of this . ) The task is
huge ; the responsibility great. What specifically should
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be done ? Although not definitive or exhaustive , here is
.
a hst of some concerns :
1 : 1 more sophisticated knowledge of geography.
Chnsuans should know about their world , not just
na�es and a!eas on the globe, but ideologies , religion,
.
soc1al cond1t1ons , tempered with concern and sincerity,
rather than the usual American condescension.
2. Familiarity with quality news sources. In a world
super-saturated with news , we need the ability to son
out the imponant from the trivial, real news from
pseudo- news . �� need responsible objective reporting,
not the entenammg schlock of People magazine or even
the Nightly News . We should read The Christian Sci
ence Monitor before the National Enquirer, listen to
' ' All Things Considered ' ' (National Public Radio News)
before viewing TV ' s hyped-up " SkyCam Repon. "
3. A healthy skepticism toward mass media. We ha11e
to defuse the enormous threat of media influence on
our values and ideas . Television, radio, advenising, and
pop music industries have an incredibly sophisticated
and subtle hold on us and our children, especially in the
shaping of our material and social / sexual expectations .
4. A sn:ong socio-political concern. This is probably
the most tmponant, most neglected area of our Chris
tian lives . Genuine Christian faith spawns Christian life
style . In our relationship with the poor and distressed ,
in our decisions about energy and the environment, in
our dealings with nuclear arms on an international scale
in our choices of material goods and luxuries , we mus
follow Christ our example and understand fully the
huge responsibility that "involves .
5. An aware, 11ital, sensiti11e faith in God. This is
where it all begins . Unless we have put our spiritual
house in order, it will be impossible for us to effect any
ch�n�es in our physical, social, and political houses .
ThiS 1S the foundation. This is the quiet center in a
changing, often bewildering, often discouraging world .

�

SHAKESPEARE, con tinued on page 18.
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SHAKESPEARE, continued from page 1 7.
I envision a Christian community of believers with a
much broader base of involved ''soldiers,'' and a much
higher degree of involvement. I am not calling for a
community of jet-setters, Think Tank inhabitants, or
activists who tack on the name Christian. What I see is a
Church of higher caliber Christians. The idea is to be
balanced and complete, to be always gathering skills
and developing talents. The farmer should read Shake
speare; the college professor should grow tomatoes. The
housewife should complain to television networks; the
business should denounce corporate corruption. Each
life should have the balance between study and action,
learning and exhorting, work and recreation, self and
serv1ce.

SPO RTS, continued from page 4.
with a faculty with excessive work loads and, very fre
quently , with divided loyalties. Sports, after all, are
stern masters, and do not readily allow mere casual in
volvement by coaches. It is their natural tendency to in
fringe on more significant , academic matters. If, on the
other hand, one goes outside of the faculty to recruit
coaches, one runs the risk of breaking community and
of compromising educational and religious integrity.
Thus either solution to the problem brings its own set of
difficulties. In short , it seems clear that any school
which fields a disproportionate number of teams prob
ably is fostering an unhealthy situation, a situation which
cannot serve the best educational interests of either staff
members or students. The sports program then has got
ten out of hand.
2.

A second obvious question, but one which bears rein
forcement nonetheless, has to do with the amount of
time sports demands of both the student participant
and teacher-coach. It goes without saying that the sun
will not miraculously stand still merely because a stu
dent is involved in football, basketball, softball , or any
other sport . His day remains twenty-four hours long.
Any excessive regular time expenditures by students
who are team members necessarily involves their slight
ing academic work-being unprepared for tests and not
having done homework . The same kinds of problems
pertain for faculty members who also serve as coaches,
most of whom, if they are honest with themselves, find
conscientious, informed, up-to-date teaching in itself to
be tremendously demanding . This, then , would appear
to be a second possible indicator of an unhealthy em
phasis on sports: Any athletic program which infringes,
18

The Christian soldier is a witness to and worker for his
LordJesus Christ. He affects, he changes, he influences.
He writes letters. He shows up at environmental hear
ings, at City Council sessions, at stockholders' confer
ences, at PTA meetings. He has neither the time nor the
desire to work only to meet the new car payments. He
feels guilty watching prime time TV. He has seen the vi
sion . . . of excellence, of quality, of what God in
tended. He wants to be on the cutting edge of God's
Kingdom in this world.
Train with the seriousness and completeness of a sol
dier, a global soldier in Christ' s Kingdom. And may it
be said of you as it was said of a character in one of
Lewis' novels: ''When it comes down to the Final Bat
tle, he is the best one to have on your side . "

by virtue of the time it demands, on the central educa
tional task of students and teachers alike , has assumed
unhealthy proportions.
3.

Ultimately , however , a third question is probably even
more critical than are the above two in determining the
role athletics play in our schools and colleges. Any edu
cator-coach or educational institution interested in self
analysis should examine, it seems to me, the choices
which are made when the claims of sports and education
visibly conflict. In one sense, this question has already
been dealt with , for matters of time involvement neces
sarily include the establishment of priorities. Neverthe
less, we do well to confront this issue separately and di
rectly as well, for it is our response when the claims of
athletics and academic work openly collide which prob
ably reveals most clearly of all just where our priorities
lie.
What happens when, on the college level, national
tournaments are scheduled so as to require extended ab
sence from school-or even from final examinations?
Do we go or do we stay home? What happens when, in
junior high schools or high schools, the best time for fac
ulty meetings also is the best time for practice? Who or
what gives way? What happens when a trip for an away
game conflicts with teaching a class? Do we leave a bit
later or do we cut class? When the best time for giving a
test would be on the morning after a "big" game, do
we give the test or don't we? When time strictures make
it possible to read either only coaching journals or mate
rial in our academic disciplines, what do we read? Such
questions , it seems to me , are both relevant and fair.
SPO RTS, continued on page 1 9.
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NEEDED: PERSPECTIVE AND DISCRIMINATION

I am not advocating the dismantling of all competitive
athletic programs within Christian educational institu
tions . I do judge , however , that we ought to recognize
spons for what they are , as fun, as a potentially healthy
outlet for the energies of young people , and , when
properly controlled , as good entenainment for those too
old or too clumsy to panicipate themselves . They ought
not be justified first of all because of their potential for
either building the Kingdom or for the moral better
ment of panicipants . Nor ought they , either wittingly
or unwittingly , be placed on a par with the school 's pri
mary task , which is the education of young lives .
I am , of course , aware of the fact that panicipation in
sports can bring about a widening of horizons . In this
sense , it has a generally educational aspect . I would in
sist , however , that a broad spectrum of non-competitive
activities can bring about such a broadening at least as
effectively as can competitive sports , and probably with
out jeopardizing the kind of basic education which can
take place only in schools .
My plea, then , is for perspective and discrimination ,
and a growing awareness of our function as Christian ed
ucators . I am troubled when a Christian high school
coach encourages his or her �thletes to attend a secular
college first of all because of its presumably superior
athletic program . I am troubled when athletes choose
their college primarily because of its opponunities in
competitive sports . I am troubled by college students
who blithely cut two weeks of classes to panicipate in
the " nationals . " I am troubled by coaches angry with
students who quit their team in order to devote more
time to studies . I am troubled by coaches who keep
pressing for longer seasons . I am also troubled by con
stituents who inform me that they are considering with
holding contributions to the institution at which I teach
because of their displeasure with one of its coaches .
What are Christian schools anyway , and who are we as
Christian educators ? What finally really matters ?
It would be grossly unfair to imply that all coaches in
our Christian schools and colleges have lost perspective
and that all athletes have lost sight of their primary call
ing as Christians . It has been my pleasure over the years
to be associated with a number of coaches on both the
high school and college levels who understand what
comes first and who communicate that understanding
to their team members . At the same time , however , I
shall not soon forget the chagrined look on the face of
the high school teacher to whom I talked some years ago
during basketball tournament time . " It ' s imponant
that we have this Christian school , " he said to me .
" Else the basketball team wouldn ' t have a name . "
My concern , then , is for both the quality and integri
ty of education in our schools , and for an appropriate as
sessment of the value of athletics . Such concerns do not
in any way downgrade the significance of coaches and
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coaching. They may imply, however, that the coach' s
role change significantly , i n that, i n the midst of a socie
ty which has tended to lose perspective in regard to ath
letics and competitive athletics , he or she will continue
to impress on young team members that sports consti
tute pleasant and challenging diversions , but have no
rightful place in the center of one ' s life . In shon, they
will self-consciously cultivate perspective in both their
own lives and the lives of the young Christians with
whom they are privileged to work.
SPORTS: CHARACTER AND COMPETITION

The old justifications for competitive sports , panicularly
when they are conducted within the framework of an
educational institution ,. have worn thin . Most observers
have long ago been disabused of any notion that
" athletics builds character. " It is true , of course , that
one can learn a good deal about the need for discipline
and cooperation from panicipating in any activity which
requires teamwork. But athletics surely have no corner
on teamwork , which leads one to wonder whether the
values to be gained from panicipating in sports could
not just as well be realized from organized , team activity
intended to alleviate areas of human need and suffer
ing. Perhaps the main problem is that neither you nor I
might want to enthusiastically " coach" such a team.
We have also been told with some frequency that
competitive sports prepare one for life , since life pre
sumably is a big competitive game . I remain unconvinced
that the Christian life ever was intended to be a compet
itive game . Its concerns are quite different . Human
achievement , coming in " on top , " is what competitive
sports are all about , if we are honest with ourselves,
whereas the Bible talks about grace . Gaining the as
cendancy by proving oneself superior to others is what
competitive athletics generally is about , whereas the
Biblical dynamic is one of serving one ' s fellows. Let no
one protest that winning is not ' 'what it' s all about . ' '
The old saw that what matters is not ' 'whether you win
or lose , but how you play the game , " is quite out of
date , as can be seen by the truncated coaching careers of
the unsuccessful , also within Christian schools . No one
believes such stuff any more . Vince Lombardi said it all
with his (in)famous dictum that "winning isn' t every
thing; it' s the only thing. "
Using the Scriptures themselves or the Christian faith
to buttress one ' s involvement in competitive athletics
can , moreover , be somewhat risky. Some years ago I saw
in a gymnasium of a Southern high school a poster on
which the crucified Christ was depicted . A small insen
on the lower left-hand corner of the poster depicted a
founeen or fifteen-year-old in football gear , obviously
bone-tired after practice and presumably mulling over
*

• Of interest in this regard is the article "Sport: If You Want to Build Charac

ter, Try Something Else " , found in the October, 197 1 issue of Psychology

Today.
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whether or not to quit the team . The caption on the
poster read , " He (Christ) didn ' t quit. "
Such use of the Christian faith is, at best , highly of
fensive . Christ never competed , in the ftrst place. His
was a life of total self-sacrifice , not of ' 'winning.'' In ad
dition , any suggestion that Christ's perseverance in giv
ing Himself in death is somehow on a level with an ath
lete' s persistence in training reveals a mind set which
has not made appropriate distinctions between more
imponant and less imponant human activities. Yet just
the other day I heard an athlete proclaim over television
that Christ Himself was ' 'a winner' ' and that He ''likes
winners . ' ' I could not help but think of the New Testa
ment statement that we gain our lives only by losing
them. In that sense Christ was the greatest loser of all
time .
Each time we choose for athletics , we are saying some
thing to ourselves , our students , and our constituents
about where our priorities actually lie . And they hear
us . Just as they hear us when our obvious enthusiasm for
our coaching is not at least matched by an equal meas
ure of enthusiasm for our classroom teaching and for our
academic disciplines . Just as they hear us when our frus
tration over poor play far exceeds our frustration over
poor classroom performance . They also hear the message
proclaimed by an office which looks more like a training
room than like that of a professional teacher And they
get the message when coaches skip a series of classes on
days both before and after the " big" game . They hear
the message also when boards and administrations toler
ate ineffective teaching far longer than they will put up
with unsuccessful coaching. Practice teachers hear it too,
when in their naive enthusiasm for the teaching profes
sion they enter faculty rooms , only to come to realize
that in some of them the only current topic of conversa
tion may be sports . They have told me that they hear it.
.

And is this what we really want them to hear-all of
them, students, colleagues, board members, and con
stituents? I hope not.
SPORTS : ' 'FOR THE LORD' '

Given the fact that we are striving to be Christian educa
tors in a society which is largely uncritical of the mon
strous abuses of ''big-time'' college athletics as well as
its own radical overemphasis on professional spons, per
haps we should explore once again how the Christian
ought to look at competitive athletics. Such exploration
is perhaps overdue, particularly since we have in recent
years and months been confronted with hosts of success
ful athletes who are either running, playing tennis,
playing baseball, or whatever else, " for the Lord."
It is totally out of order to question the sincerity of
any athlete who professes to be competing on behalf of
the Lord. At the same time, I must confess that I am
mildly puzzled as to what such statements mean.
It is true, of course, that we are admonished in the
New Testament to do whatever we do as ''unto the
Lord.'' But to take the ''whatever'' in this statement to
imply that all conceivable human activities which are
not immoral are of equal value in the sight of the Lord is
to fly in the face of what the Scriptures clearly say on the
subject. Playing fteld hockey is not on a par with help
ing tornado victims in the deep South rebuild their
homes. Nor is sacking an opposing quarterback on a lev
el with helping beggars from the steamy streets of Cal
cutta die with dignity, even though both the defensive
tackle involved and Mother Teresa may share a common
commitment to Christ. There are qualitative differences
between such activities, and the Christian above all oth
ers clearly is called to discriminate. Surely no one can
dispute that in the divine ordering of things there are
hosts of activities to be done for the Lord which far out
weigh in ultimate value engaging in competitive athlet
ics for Him.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION:
A PIAGETIAN PERSPECTIVE
Gretchen Kossler

In the United States, an educational trend has prevailed
which maintains that if the proper method is used, a
child of any age or stage of development can be taught
any subject (Ginsburg & Opper, 1969) . The research
findings of Jean Piaget tend to stress the contrary, and
they have greatly influenced psychology and education
in the twentieth century. Born on August 9, 1896, in
Neuchatel, Switzerland, Piaget originally devoted him
self to the study of biology. His interests then turned
him to the study of epistemology. His devotion to
bridging the gap between the scientific approach of
biology and the speculative approach of epistemology
have resulted in views of learning which go against the
grain of much of twentieth century educational theory
and practice (Ginsburg & Opper, 1969) .
Gretchen Kassler is a doctoral candidate in the Bob jones University School
of Education, Greenville, South Carolina.
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Piaget describes four stages, or periods, of intellectual
·
development: sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete
operational, and formal operational (Strommen,
McKinney, & Fitzgerald, 1977). According to his find
ings, cenain things cannot be taught before an individ
ual has attained a high enough intellectual level, re
gardless of teaching method. Piaget maintains that
children at any age may learn anything presented to
them at their level, but unless it is presented at their
level, they will learn only so much as their available in
tellectual structures will permit. ' ' (Strommen, 1977,
pp . 50-51) .
Piaget' s findings could have grave implications if in
correctly applied to the area of religious education. Lit
tle research has been done regarding the application of
thinking processes to religion. Goldman states that
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much of the research done on the developmental stages
of religious thinking has been based on " little or no ex
perimental data" {1965, p. 23). He believes, nevenhe
less, that many of the problems in children' s religious
thinking are due to limits in their intellectual structures.
According to Goldman, much of religious understand
ing presupposes the ability for propositional thinking,
or formal operations. [As defined by Piaget, formal
operations are cognitive abilities ''which free human
thinking from reliance on the concrete and allow him to
deal with the abstract, the merely possible, the purely
hypothetical and propositional" (White, 1978, p. 97)] .
Goldman maintains that poor or premature religious
teaching may cause confusion in the individual, delay
ing their attainment of the formal operational level
{1965). He stresses the imponance of " child-centered
religious education'' rather than ''Bible-centered relig
ious education" {1965, p. 2 30). It is the child, not the
Bib],. which should be the main concern:
Where some pans of the Bible may answer his needs at
a certain stage of his development these should be used .
But if much of it is detrimental to his growth then
much of the Bible must be introduced at a later date
when he is capable of dealing with it in poetic rather
(1965 , p. 2 30)
than in literal terms .

Goldman states that children hold two views of the
world: theological and scientific. He sees as a major
problem of religious education that of bringing these
two worlds together " so that when the scientific view
gains ascendency the theological view is not invalidated
in the child's experience" {1965, p. 27). He suggests
that the attempt to synthesize these two views of the
child (i.e., the attempt at religious education) should
stan at the end of elementary school or during the first
two years of secondary school.
1Pia'get' s findiags . could have gntve implications if
io.mrrecdy applied to ,the area of teligious educa
tion.

Howe also views religious understanding from a Pia
getian perspective. He considers " idealized under
standing''-formal operational thinking-as impera
tive in enabling the individual to grasp, use, and re
formulate ' I idealizations which have peculiar signifi
cance as constitutive for religious communities and
cults" {1978, p. 581). The development of this under
standing, according to Howe, " makes possible the
reception of any vision of the ideal whatever'' (1978, p.
581).
- ·- - T
he positions taken by Goldman and Howe regarding
religious education become even more interesting when
viewed in light of recent research which indicates that
not- everyone ultimately attains formal operational
thinking (White, 1978; Duckwonh, 1979). Even if
everyone did attain formal operations, it is widely ac22

knowledged that Piaget's levels �annot be applied to
specific ages (Goldman, 1968 ; Piaget, 1968 ; Strommen,
1977). Although they are sequential, they are attained
by individuals at varying times, according to matura
tional level. Killian reports that " the percentage of col
lege freshmen reasoning at a formal level ranges from
[only] 25 to 44 % " {1979, p. 347). Consequently, wait·
ing for individuals to achieve formal operations before
Bible training would be in some cases a very long wait,
and in other cases truly useless.
Waiting for individuals to achieve formal opent
tions before Bible ttaining would be in some cases a
very long wait, and in other cases utterly useless .

Christian education has been influenced by Piaget's
theories on cognitive structures. Allison {1977), Beers
(1975), and Wakefield (1975) stress the importance of
knowing the child in order to teach the Bible effectively.
They recommend teaching concrete concepts and teach
ing by experience. Beers presents a " Guide to Doctrine
for Different Learning Levels" {1975, pp. 1 38- 145). He
maintains the imponance of recognizing that the child
is not just a " little adult" (p. 145), but rather, he has
unique learning needs and capacities. Yet Beers does
not recommend withholding Bible teaching from the
child at any level. On the contrary, he states that al
though some Biblical concepts are beyond the grasp of
the child, most can be simplified and taught in a way
that a child can understand.
Although Christian educators must reject the post·
poning of Bible education on the grounds of Piaget's
developmental theories, they must nonetheless realize
the merits of his findings when they are taken in the
proper perspective. Jesus himself instructed little chil�
dren, and admonished his disciples not to hinder the
children from coming to him (cf. Mark 10: 14; Luke
1 8: 16). He said that in order to receive the kingdom of
God we must be as little children (cf. Mark 10: 15; Luke
1 8: 17). Yet the writer of Hebrews, addressing himself to
certain believers, acknowledges their inability to learn
beyond the basic salvation doctrines. Because of their
carnality, they have failed to attain the level of under
standing necessary to comprehend the deeper truths of
the Word of God (cf. Hebrews 5: 1 3). He funher states
to his audience that " strong meat belongeth to them
that are of full age" (Hebrews 5: 14a).
Wakefield warns that Christian educators should be
careful not to limit what they think a child can do, be
cause of research by behavioral scientists" {1975, p.
1 22). However, Piaget's developmental theories, when
taken in the proper perspective, can be a tremendous
asset to religious teaching. Many of his ideas can be sup
potted scripturally, and thus may be u·sed to increase
teaching effectiveness in the areas of content selection
and method. Properly applied, they may help Chris' I
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tians to fulfill more successfully God's mandate to
''Train up a child in the way he should go'' (Proverbs
2 2 : 6a).
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older children as peers and will very likely resent being
separated from his friends and classmates. Older class
mates might not accept him either.

A. Grouping

C. Enrichment

Three different approaches have been developed for
gifted students, with varying degrees of success (Owen,
Blount, and Moscow, Educational Psychology, 1978) .
One is grouping-separating students according to
mental ability. There are several problems with such a
system. First of all, teachers may be unfairly limiting the
aspirations of some students, and may also be wrongly
instilling a feeling of superiority in others.
Second, the exchange of ideas between all students is
important. It is vital that slower students hear brighter
students engage in what Gloria Stronks, assistant profes
sor of education at Dordt College in Sioux Center, Iowa,
calls "languaging." "Languaging" means verbalizing
ideas, putting ideas into words. It is equally trUe that
brighter students can benefit from hearing ideas from
slower students.
Finally, identifying the gifted creates problems. Who
makes the decision? Students, parents, teachers, or the
administration? On what basis? Grouping is diametri
cally opposed to a personal goal (one which I hope all
educators share) of individualizing education as much as
possible within the classroom setting.

The third suggestion is enrichment-making special
provisions for the intellectually gifted in regular class
rooms. These provisions may include college-level
courses taken in high school, advanced classes, seminars,
�nd independent study. According to two educators,
the objectives of enrichment are: to challenge the full
use of abilities; to broaden the base of knowledge; to
deepen understanding; to increase the level of skills; to
develop a love of learning; to inculcate desirable meth
ods of learning, thinking, and sharing; to encourage ini
tiative; and to give play to creativity (Cutts and Moseley,

B. Acceleration
Another program for gifted students involves accelera
tion-skipping grades, combining two years' work in
one, or taking summer courses. Acceleration overlooks
the very real possibility and the probability that a stu
dent's emotional maturity may not equal his mental
level. The student may not be ready to socialize with
·DECEMBER, 1980 I JANUA R Y, 198 1

Teaching the Bn'ght and Gifted, 195 7).

Wise enrichment can give the bright child opportU
nity to specialize in line with his particular interests and
abilities. General activities which can lead to learning
through enrichment include: use of the senses; reading;
experimentation; building models-"the concrete ex
pression of abstract thought''; creation-''the acme of
the learning process''; and interviewing those actually
doing the things in which the child is interested. Like
Stronks, Cutts and Moseley emphasize the importance
of languaging. Through talking, the gifted student
''learns that a group is more than a sum of individuals
and that a group working together has better ideas and
makes fewer mistakes than even a gifted person working
alone" (Cutts and Moseley, 1957).
Enrichment provides greater potential for students
than grouping or acceleration because it keeps them in
the regular classroom, while individualizing as much as
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possible. A gifted student, after all, is more like his
average classmates than unlike them, in the same way
that a handicapped student is more like normal students
than he is different from them.
Unlike blacks, women, and the handicapped, the
gifted have had no legislation enacted especially to
aid them, and many schools make no special provi
sions for them.

But, like the handicapped, the gifted are special stu
dents who require special attention to make their educa
tion the most beneficial it can be. Unfortunately, gifted
students may be bored by much of what goes on in the
regular classroom and may need extra projects or assign
ments to keep them content-and quiet.
Teachers seem to worry about expecting too much
from students; the result is that meaningless diplomas
have been given to high school graduates who cannot
read or write. Teachers have permitted the poorer
students to set the standards in schools. This has re
sulted in mediocre education for everyone. Belatedly,
some states (such as Florida) are reacting by requiring
students to pass minimum competency tests before they
graduate. Similarly, the back-to-the-basics movement is
a delayed reaction to the 1960's almost-anything-goes
attitude to education that unfortunately still persists in
many schools.
ACTIVITIES

One good classroom technique to stretch the minds of
gifted students is dramatics. Sandra Consentino, a
teacher of the gifted (Fine, Stretching Their Minds,
1964) , says, "Gifted children like to act, to perform, to
be ' on stage.' Other youngsters are embarrassed and
self-conscious when they must perform in front of a
group. Gifted children like the impossible; average
children are far more comfonable with the realistic.
Gifted children can be ridiculously silly without embar
rassment.''
Good teaching is being done when every child
gifted, average, or dull-is given a reasonable op
portunity to develop his own unique abilities.

Another way to keep gifted students interested is to
study current events through newspapers, magazines,
radio, and television. Alan Wheelock (Fine, 1964), uses
The New York Times as a daily textbook. Benjamin
Fine, who worked for many years with the Times, calls
the newspaper a ' ' daily lesson in effective use of the
English language.''
Yet another means to stimulate the gifted is through
"extra-class activities" such as clubs; field trips ; hearing
outside speakers on topics of interest (use community
resources) ; utilizing special facilities, such as learning
24

centers; enrolling in extra electives; making contacts
with other gifted people in the community; and in serv
ing both school and community. ' 'While all pupils in a
school need the development of such extra-class activi
ties, gifted pupils especially often find in them outlets
for their creativeness and originality. They find, as well,
the satisfaction of recognition and achievement'' (Lay
cock, Gifted Children, 1957).
The question teachers must ask themselves with aeal
ing with all students is not ' 'What can I teach them?''
but rather, "What can they learn, and how can I best
help them learn it?'' This approach follows both Benja
min S. Bloom and Jerome S. Bruner's theories of learn
mg.
SUMMARY

To summarize, our goal for education of the gifted
should be to help each student achieve his maximum
potential, not to turn out a mass-production assembly
line of automatons. In a certain sense I disagree with Jef
ferson, who, although he saw the benefits of special
education for the gifted, still seemed to sublimate indi
vidual needs to the - ' ' larger'' goal of serving society.
Why give special help to the gifted when they seem so
capable of independent learning? he would wonder. To
help them learn to expect and to achieve their best, we
must reply.
Enrichment provides greater potential for students
than grouping or acceleration because it keeps
them in the regular classroom while individualizing
as much as possible.

What are the implications for the classroom teacher?
' ' A teacher can never better distinguish himself in his
work than by encouraging a clever pupil, for the trUe
discoverers are among them, as comets amongst the
stars.'' One of the world's great scientists and teachers,
Carolus Linnaeus, said that over 200 years ago (Cutts
and Moseley). Laycock (Gifted Children) says, " The
teacher does mold the nation's future. Having a share in
developing the potentialities of gifted children is the
greatest reward that any teacher can hope to achieve.
Hindering the flowering of a gifted child's genius is, on
the other hand, the greatest possible evidence of failure
for any teacher."
This means the giftedness of the student must be
matched or bettered by the creativity of the teacher.
Only a very few of the multitude of methods and activi
ties which can be used for teaching gifted children are
listed. What will be the result if the gifted student is not
challenged? One tragic possibility will be that the stu
dent will become ' ' bored with everything he has to do
and with everyone with whom he comes in contact and
he shows he's bored and that's that" (Cutts and Mose
ley, 1957).
CHRIS TIAN EDUCA TORS JOURNAL

Frederick Noh/
The creative team of John and Mary
Harrell have done it again. This time
they ' ve authored an exciting multi
media package devoted to reviving the
an of storytelling in school and church.
Basic to the package , entitled To
Tell of Gideon, is a 64-page paperback
containing photo essays, a 7-inch LP
with storytelling examples, and chap
ters headed as follows : The Lore of the
Storyteller; The Storyteller' s Treasury;
The Shape of a Story ; Preparing a
Story; Telling the Story; Music, Poetry ,
and Psalms; Some Theological Reflec
tions . An optional cassette tape is also
available ; included are 90 minutes of
additional storytelling examples and a
discussion about storytelling in educa
tion.
Whether your fone is Christian
education or worship , whether you deal
with children, youth, or adults-this
package deserves your study. Order
from the authors at Box 9006 , Berke
ley , -CA 94709 . The soundbook is
$8 . 00 , the tape $6 . 50; both postpaid in
the United States .

A healthy view of death is offered in
The End Beginning, an 8 1h x l l -inch,
32 -page paperback for primary chil
dren. Using a minimum of words ,
author Margaret Herder parallels the
"death" of a tree in winter with the
death of a human being, often at the
end of a long life . Just as the tree rises
to new life in the spring, so the dead
person's soul rises to new life with God ,
there to grow and bloom ' ' in the beau
ty of a spring that will never end . ' '
The book is distinctively Christ
centered, noting both Jesus' Easter tri
umph and His promise to prepare a
place for us . Adding much to the
book's appeal are Sue Peebles' simple,
colorful, and well-integrated illustraPretleric� Noh/ is tJ se11ior etlilor ofNURSING80,
tJ mo111hly profossioul jo•l"'llli for "*rses P•b
lishetl by l111ermetl Comm•11iutU:J11s, l11c. , Hor
shllm , Pe11111Jifltmill.
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tions. To order copies for your class
room or a young friend , write Choris
ters Guild , P . O . Box 38 1 88 , Dallas, TX
7 5 2 3 8 . $ 1 . 8 5 each.
One of television's more durable per
sonalities has been Fred M . Rogers ,
host of the popular children's program ,
" M ister Rogers ' Neighborhood . "
Now, with the help of Judson Press
(Valley Forge , PA 1 948 1) , Rogers has
convened some of his many talents into
an appealing, uplifting soundbook en
titled Many Ways to Say I Love You.
Interestingly , the book is directed
to Christian ' ' people who care about
children. ' ' This doesn' t mean , how
ever, that parents , teachers, and others
will want to keep the book to them
selves. Most will certainly want to share
its songs and pictures , if not also its
brief text, with the young children they
love.
Rogers weaves his comments
around seven of his songs , each of
which confronts one or more childhood
realities . Thus , "Won ' t You Be My
Neighbor? " speaks of reaching out for
friendship , while "What Do You
Do? ' ' provides constrUctive alternatives
for children who feel so mad they could
bite. Freedom and trUth are the big is
sues in ' 'The Truth Will Make Me
Free , " which encourages children to
admit when they' re sad or angry.
A full music score for each song is
included in this 32 -page , 8 1fl x l l -inch
paperback . Also included is a 7-inch
record featuring Rogers singing the
songs. The whole can be yours for
$3 .95 .
Except for very young children, I ' d
have real trouble teaching a religion
class without maps. And not just maps
of the Holy Land , either. For the ,
church is everywhere , and who knows
when we ' ll need to pinpoint its past or
present actions in San Francisco . . . or
Saskatchewan . . . or the South Pacific ?

Such realities make maps a must in
Christian education, especially for stu
dents from grades 3 or 4 through adult.
And that includes not only detailed
wall maps aQd globes, but also desk-
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available for Europe and Asia, as is a
third : transparencies only ($ 5 . 5 0) .
For more information, write Hayes
and ask for their latest teaching aids
catalog. Or, if you ' re in a hurry, call
them at 4 1 2 - 3 7 1 - 2 3 7 3 or 3 7 1 - 2 3 74 .

size outline maps that can be slipped
into overhead projectors or handed to
students for special assignments .
Fonunately , these last maps are
easy-and inexpensive-to come by .
One good source is Hayes School Pub
lishing Company , 3 2 1 Pennwood Ave . ,
Wilkinsburg , PA 1 5 2 2 1 , which offers a
worldwide variety in three different
7x10-inch formats : preprinted , spirit
duplicating , and transparency .
Preprinted maps , for example , are
available for the world , Asia , Australia,
Europe , North America, South Ameri
ca, and 24 states ranging from Arkansas
to Wisconsin . Each map is packaged in
sets of 2 5 , which list for $ 1 . 00 .
Also available are five separate
books of outline maps showing the con
tinents , the Western Hemisphere , Eu
rope , Africa , and Asia. The books cov
ering the continents and the Western
Hemisphere come as spirit-duplicating
masters only ($2 . 50) ; the book covering
Africa , either as masters only ($2 . 5 0) ,
or as masters plus transparencies
($7 . 00) . The same two forms are also

For a sure-fire discussion staner at your
next parent education session , try Dan
Mdaughlin' s animated color canoon ,
Claude. Though only about three
minutes long, this provocative little
classic says more about the generation
gap than most longer productions , film
or othetwise .
Football-headed Claude lives in a
fancy house with his parents , both of
whom are convinced their son is a total
failure . But Claude ignores them , hav
ing better things to do building a small
black box . At film ' s end , the box is
complete , and the way Claude puts it
to use is , well , most discussable .
Many film libraries carry this reel ,
usually for a $ 1 5 . 00 rental . You can
also rent or purchase ($ 100. 00) it from
the producer, Pyramid Films , Box
1 048 , Santa Monica, CA 90406 .

Which College After High School?
For the best combination of Biblical, genera l , and professional studies,
be sure to investi gate what only RBC can give you !
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(B.R.E.)

REFORMED
BIBLE
COLLEGE

Two-y e a r c o u rse fo r m i s s i o n a ry c a n d i d ates
•

Two-y e a r c o u rse fo r t r a n s fe r to l i be ra l a rt s c o l l e g e i n
p re p a r at i o n f o r teac h e r c e r t i f i c at i o n .

s e m i n a ry

s i o n s . etc . . w i t h B i b l i c a l s t u d i e s c o n c e n t ra t i o n

1869 ROBI NSON ROAD, S.E.
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•

with te c h n i c a l s k i l l s o r fo r pe r so n a l g rowth ( A . R . E . )

a d m i s
(A.A . )

W e ' l l be g l a d t o h e a r f r o m y o u !
•

GRAND RAPI DS, Ml 49506

•

Do you have a course on the Psalms
coming up ? One you ' d like to teach
with just a bit more than ordinary flair?
If so, a helpful resource will be
Frank Hillebrand 's stereo album, Long
Way Home: Songs of the Living
Psalms. Included are folk-style adapta
tions of Psalms 4 , 2 3 , 42 , 4 3 , 6 3 , 7 2 ,
1 0 3 , 1 2 1 , 1 2 6 , 1 2 7 , 1 2 8 , 1 3 1 , 1 3 6 , and
1 3 7 . You could use the songs to intro
duce , summarize , or otherwise counter
point your lessons .
The album is available for $6 . 00
from Alba House Communications ,
Canfield , OH 44406 . A cassette v�rsio �
is also available at the same price , as is a
guitar-choir book ($ 1 . 50) .

Like it or not, any good hymnal is al
ways in process . One that makes no
pretense of being otherwise is Sisters
and Brothers, Sing! Already in its sec
ond edition , it contains a Feedback
Sheet which enables users to tell co
editors Sharon and Tom Neufer Ems
wiler what might be done to prepare an
improved third edition.
A special hymnal feature is the ex
clusive use of selections containing in
clusive, i. e. , nonsexist, language . As
the introduction states , the music
' ' consciously recognizes the whole peo
ple of God-sisters and brothers to·
gether. It also refuses to allow us to box
God into narrow sexual identifications .
Instead , we are challenged to expand
our consciousness of who God is and
how we are called to relate and respond
to God . "
The hymnal ' s 1 30 songs are
grouped into seven categories (e . g . ,
Praise and Prayer, Confession and As
surance) . Some of the songs are hand
printed originals, others are the work of
established contemporary composers,
such as Avery and Marsh, Joe Wise, and
John Ylvisaker. Most songs have a folk
flavor, though other styles are also rep
resented .
Thirty-five pages of worship re
sources and guitar helps add to the
hymnal ' s value .
Schools and churches may order
copies from the Wesley Foundation,
2 1 1 N . School St. , Normal , IL 6 1 76 1 .
Price: single copy , $ 3 . 50 plus $ . 5 0
postage ; ten copies , $2 5 . 00 plus $ 2 . 00
postage . Annual supplements to the
hymnal are promised at $ 2 . 5 0 each .

616-458-0404
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A CHRISTIAN LO OKS A T FILM
Author: Galen H. Meyer
Christian Schools International,
1979, 54 pp.
Reviewed by
Robert L. Olle
South Chnstian High School
Grand Rapids, Michigan
' ' A lesson plan in a can. ' '
" People go to movies j ust for
fun. "
' ' Film study is a Mickey Mouse
course for students who can ' t hack col
lege prep courses. "
These are all common attitudes to
ward the film and film study. But these
same attitudes are simply not realistic
for two reasons. First, the film is a real
pan of present day culture, and, as
such, exerts a great influence on peo
ple. Second, many high school students
who lack critical standards see many
films. Therefore, Galen Meyer' s book,
A Christian Looks at Film, is an impor
tant contribution for those wishing to
include film study in the high school
curriculum, but who often do not be
cause they do not know how.
Meyer takes very seriously the rec
ommendation of the Synod of his
church, which said, " Christians should
become sensitive to what is good and
evil in movies. Christians must engage
in constructive critiques of movies and
learn how to evaluate them from a
Christian point of view. " (p. 2 7) .
The book, which is designed to be
a nine-week course, contains a series of
lesson plans for the study of eight
feature-length films. Some of these les
son plans are simple, like " show the
second reel of . . . , " but others are
more complete, with full explanations
for discussion. Anyone using the films
Meyer suggests will find the notes use
ful and creative.
The appendix to Meyer ' s book con
tains three parts. The first pan contains
notes and questions on the textbook
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which the students are instructed to
read on their own, allowing class time
to be reserved for viewing and discuss
ing the films. The second pan is a sum
mary of the Christian Reformed Church

Synod' s discussion concerning the film.
The third pan is a bibliography, which
needs updating, the most recent book
having been published in 1974 .

BOO KS, continued on page 28.

Pearl s. Buck brings
new insights, joy, and inspiration
to the greatest stories ever told
TH E
I LLUST RATED
STORY
BIBLE
By Pearl S. Buck
The Nobel Pri ze -wi n n ing
novelist displays her geni u s
for language a n d her gift for
storytell ing in these mag·
nificent renderings of 64
best-loved episodes from
the Old and New Testa
ments-ski l lfully translating
t h e m i n to t h e· m o d e rn
American idiom whi le pre
serving thei r mythic reso
nance and religious signifi 
c a n c e . A n d to a d d yet
another dimension to this
classic retell ing, the stories
are illustrated with great reli

gious art from medieval to
modern times.
@MERIDIAN
F539/$8 .95
At all book stores or send

$8 .95 plus $ .75 for postage
and handling to: New
American Library, P.O. Box
999, Bergenfield, N .J. 07621
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continued from page 2 7.

For those looking for direction on
teaching film study in the high school,
reading Meyer's book should provide a
very solid educational experience . The
course is extremely well organized , so
tightly organized , in fact , that one
wonders what the author would do in
the event of a " snow day . "
However, a couple of questions
concerning this program do arise . First,
isn ' t renting eight feature length films
costly ? Sometimes local libraries might
have films , but will that be true every
where ? The author has not opted for
shoner films which might be less ex
pensive and easier to obtain. Second ,
Meyer places a heavy emphasis on writ
ing, with the stress being on gram
matically correct writing. One might
question the necessity of that much
writing in a course of film study .
However, Meyer' s book is an excel
lent guide to a Christian perspective on
film study . Film is part of culture , and
the Christian ought to take it seriously .

F o r Y o u r Total C h urch Program
•
•

•
•

featuring
P u p pets- p u ppet programs
F i l m Strips
Overhea d Tra nsparencies
C h i ld ren's C h u rch Programs

A l l mater i a l s a r e C h r i st -centered and
B i b l i ca l l y

and

ed ucat i o na l l y
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Request Free Catalog

Bi6& � A«<IUJ Yu/Ul/4
Dept .

J

1 44 1 S o u t h B u sse R oad
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WORLDS, continued from page 1 5.
theless, it is apparent that that other world takes shape
only in her imagination and, without Fern' s imagina
tions, exists only as fat rats, uneven webs, and loud
geese.
Thus we see that though the binh of Charlotte' s chil
dren and Wilbur' s stay of execution have made a per
petuation of the story possible, it must end because
Fern, like Puff the Magic Dragon' s creator, Jackie, has
entered the world of Henry Fussy' s Ferris Wheel. Such a
barnyard world is sparkling and bright as long as the
childlike imagination can nunure it, but it becomes in
substantial without such human generative power. This
power of course is exactly what White is hoping to kin
dle or keep alive in his readers, so that they may raise
the cunain on more numerous fantasy shows of their
own.
Through the wardrobe the children enter the land
which is a permanent fixture although it is sometimes
open to them and at other moments barred from their
vision. Accessibility and existence are clearly different
matters. The land of Narnia is neither of Luch' s making
nor is it a vision shared by the four children. It has, in
Lewis' perspective, a substance which endures and
which is impervious to time' s onslaughts.
Secondly, the matter of entrance is a point of differ
entiation; althouth in Charlotte 's Web the access to this
world lies in Fern' s hands, this is not true of Lewis'
world. Because the transformed barnyard world is the
product of Fern' s imagination, willing suspension of
disbelief is necessarily the result of inner environment.
Thus, though Fern has some power over her stay in the
world of noble animal gestures, Lewis' children have
none. �t times the passageway is open and inviting; at
other Urnes the firm wooden back of the wardrobe is
solid and immovable. The children grope and stumble
th�ir way into the magic kingdom when access is per
muted. Entrance is not, as it is in Fern' s case, a result of
the children' s attitudes. Although Edmund, skeptical
and rational, thinks Lucy' s account of Narnia is "all
nonsense," while Lucy is more open and accepting,
both are given passage to this new world.
The separateness or division between the two worlds
is the third significant point of differentiation. Fern and
the reader become entangled in the world of Charlotte' s
te�rifi� web, but the animal talk and the life-saving
_
spmmng are always supenmposed
on the fabric of every
day barnyard smells and sounds. The imagination al
ways transforms the reality to new heights, but the
dreams are made of the soft eanh.And though Fern can
become almost wholly absorbed in that world she does
answer familial calls from the old world. In contrast, the
Narnia world is separate and unrecognized in the world
on the near side of the wardrobe. Though Lucy is perse
cuted by Edmund for holding fast to that "nonsense,"
both of them, for distinctly different reasons, remain
believers during their stay at the professor' s house with
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Peter and Susan. Once in that other kingdom for a
lengthy period , they forget the world left behind. Only
by ' ' chance'' do they ever venture out of Narnia; noth
ing in their own dispositions led them to the decision to
return.
Of final significance is the attitude directly expressed
or implied toward the depanure from these other
worlds. �n --Fern's case we sense the wisdom of her
mot!ter who suggests that some day an end will come to
the barnyard reveries. We seem to be told that this is a
pan of the natural process, that growth and develop
ment demand Fern's putting aside childish ways. Henry
Fussy has come for her as inevitably as did Emily Dickin
son's caller in "Because I Could Not Stop for Death. "
There is neither wailing nor lament, nor is there pros
pect for her return to this golden age. Fern has matured
in this respect just as Wilbur has changed from self
centeredness to compassion. When the once-royal quar
tet tumbles out of the wardrobe, they, the wise profes
sor, and the reader know they will be in that realm
many times more.
So in all four aspects of this major difference between
White' s an� Lewis' visions , it is clear that a serious phil
_
osophical
difference separates and distinguishes their
�ra�atizations. The humanist world feels that imagina
tion IS the " necessary angel" which has had to hold the
ground left by faltering religion in a world of science.
From this perspective the creation of other worlds is
wholly human, dependent on nothing outside of man.
Lewis' religious perspective is in every respect different.
It argues for the solidity of this other world one which is
in no way dependent on man for its ex�tence. It is,
moreove!, � world that (in onhodox Christian theology)
we are bid Into rather than one entered into through the
sheer force of will. Once entered, this other world be
comes the world and, even if left for a time, continues
to exist in a compelling way for its former visitors.
Mode of Characterization

�bite' s and Lewis'. mode of c�aracterization is heavily

mfluenced by theu clearly different perspectives on
man. White fills Zuckermann's barnyard with a fulf
spectrum of characters. Idiosyncrasies and foibles are
mixed with vinues and graces so that characters do not
give the impression of being on the side of either evil or
righteousness. Templeton is a pretty bad son, worse
than the rest, but with the proper incentives, he can
work for the good cause. Charlotte seems almost too airy
to be monal, yet she has her officious and pretentious
side. All of them are accepted for what they are. If one
had to stretch them out from bad to good they would
scatter evenly across a spectrUm rather than bunching up
at one end or the other. (This could be said as well of
the "real" people in White's book.) If they did bunch
anywhere, it would be at the center.
WO RLDS, continued on page 30.
__
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Lewis' Narnia folk are not so arranged. The goats and
the sheep are clearly separated. The workers of evil are
under full control of the White Witch and cannot help
but serve her hellish ends. The good folk are just as
clearly good, even under threat of her spiteful power. In
the face of the awful power and sacrifice of King Asian,
the evil ones revile him, spring on his helpless, bound
form and pummel him to death. The Beavers stand on
the side of good, though they are fully aware that their
home and their lives are endangered. Even the four chil
dren are set apart as good and bad, with Edmund's state
being clearly marked by the separation from the other
three and the followers of Asian.
In definition of character clear differences . als�
emerge. For White's characters there is a humanistic
sense of growth or development as in Wilbur's move
ment from an egocentric, whining young shoat to an
empathetic, mature pig whose noble gesture gives Char
lotte new life in the barnyard. This steady growth is
clearly the product of his own striving and the even
more significant tutoring of his wise mentor Charlotte,
and a little help from his friends. Wilbur's plodding
slowly toward his pig potential has White's total affu
mation. It is a model of what man in community can
achieve.
Lewis develops characters fully but does not celebrate
gradual change and growth and the power of human
chapge agents as does White. Pauline conversions and
superordinate interventions are the rule in the kingdom
of Narnia. Though he has been brought into the camp
of Asian, Edmund retains his basic personality when he
becomes King Edmund. Most of the other figures do
not move at all, but grow older within the character
mold already portrayed in the early moments of the
tale. They stride the stage much more like morality play
figures than members of a contemporary psychological
drama.
The lead characters in the two stories offer an exag
gerated extension of this same contrast. Appropriately,
Wilbur is more like the modern anti-hero in that he is
not asked wholly to transcend his personality in his no
ble gesture at the fair, and he does not grow to enor
mous heroic proportions in the book. A touch of self
satisfaction is demonstrated in his des1re to bring Char
lotte's progeny back to the barnyard, for they would
perpetuate his beloved friend wherever they spring
forth. Asian and his gift of self are of another magni
tude or dimension. He is beyond heroics; he gives all for
the needy but undeserving. A measure of the difference
is found in the fact that a reader can identify with
Wilbur and his care, while he is only able to respond to
Asian in astonishment and awe.
An adjunct of this same point of contrast is the terri
ble burden of responsibility for self definition and
meaning making which is placed on Wilbur and his
friends and which Lewis' four children and their cohorts
30

do not bear. For Wilbur it is a happy burden in which
he is daily forestalling death, but there is no essence or
overarching construct of which he is conscious or to
which he is committed. Lewis' quanet in contrast are,
like Moses, not up to the assigned task. They cannot rely
on their own maturation or on any help that their
friends might give. Though Mr. Tumnus and the Beav
ers come to the children's aid in a _most admirable way,
their efforts are wholly futile and would end in utter
failure but for the intervention of Aslan. Only his gifts
offer the children sufficient strength for the mighty
foray with the forces of evil.
In a broad view of the two writers' use of character
then, we see in White the humanistic tendency to see
life as an array of forces and folk neither wholly malevo
lent nor beneficent, but spotty mixes of a very mortal
kind. Even his heroes are just plain folk occasionally able
to rise to the noble gesture. Lewis presents life as a pain
ful struggle between good and evil. Ironically though,
his good folk are not self-sustaining or self-directed, but
must look to higher sources for strength to endure
against the satanic forces.
Sense of Death and Transformation

The final ground of difference is perhaps the most sig
nificant: Death and Transformation. What death repre
sents to the peoples of White's and Lewis' worlds and
how that knowledg� moves them sets these authors in
two distinct camps. Death is a finality with which
White's characters must grapple. Charlotte seems to
have a good understanding of the cycle of nature, and
sensing her death, prepares for it. She constructs her egg
sac and even spins one last life-preserving web for Wil
bur, knowing that those life-giving acts are depleting
her own strength. Wilbur is much less able to cope with
the dominion of death through the early months of his
existence. He crumples under the withering news from
the sheep that his fattening period has an all-too
dreadful purpose. The mechanism which makes the
whole tale proceed is in fact the desire to forestall Wil
bur's fate. Lewis' characters do not have this same con·
sciousness or dread of death. They seem to quail at the
evil of the White Witch rather than at the death blow
her wand can land. They seem to take comfon that
death shall have no dominion because of the assurance
that Aslan is coming. The reader, too, admires the cour
age of Mr. Tumnus and the Beavers but knows that they
must work for good and so has no real fear for their ulti
mate fate. Lewis makes the frozen, statuary death of the
White Witch's victims seem less than permanent; what
_is frozen can. always be thawed.
Transformations and perpetuations are the stuff of
White's world while thaws and reconstitutions are the
core of Lewis' way. Here lies the most telling distinction
between the two writers. Wilbur and the reader are of
fered solace in the ongoing essence of Charlotte in the
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WO RLDS, continued from page 30.
five hundred odd newborns that Wilbur awaits so long
ingly and greets so lovingly. Wilbur himself is a pan of
Charlotte' s eternal life in that he carries her memory
and, even more essentially, replicates, in his loving ges
ture, the most basic character of their relationship. This
very human perpetuation, and the prospect that Char
lotte is, in the decay of death, returning to a more fun
damental relationship with the eternal quality of Na
ture, are the best hopes White offers for a life beyond
life. Lewis offers something else. Asian gives himself up
to a very real and grisly death and yet as the essential
Asian overcomes those bonds of nature. After his recon
stitution, the full new life which was hinted at by the
thawing snow is given to all of his followers. Life stands
against death; evil is sundere�l. Tumnus lives to fi�ht
again and the other unfrozen hon stands by Asian , s s1de
exuberant to be one of ' 'Us Lions.' '

So the two books stand as mighty opposites in philo
sophical or theological perspective. Both are truly fine
children's books, but each can be made the more pow
erful when harnessed in tandem with the other. For
whether children or any other readers consciously anicu
late the fundamental differences presented in these two
tales or merely intuit them, they will grasp their reality
all the more fully when they can perceive them in the
way Niels Bohr saw the complementarity of the sub
atomic world which underlies the reality in which both
books reside (Walter Heisenberg, Physics and Phtloso
phy: The Revolution in Modern Science). Those readers
who apprehend reality wholly as does White need also
to comprehend that reality which Lewis presents so
beautifully, and those who are clearly satisfied with the
transcendence of Asian's kingdom need to be pulled
back into the sweet smelling dung of Wilbur' s world.
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S UGGESnONS FOR POSSIBLE

TOPt' Cs�

n

Students:

tc\lking with students about Christ
personal .relationships with teachers: yes? No?
personal styles of learning: creative? Intuitive? rational?
peer pressures. relationships. rivalries.
problems and worries: grief. vocation, marriage. the future.
development of sensltMty: caring. stewardship. service.
q.>ul'}selling: teacher? professional? church?
,,.pre- marital pregnancies: care, concern. action.

Teachers:

Staff arid pe" rsonal spiritual development. ...
Staff relationships: personal, professional. "
Teache r burn-out.
janitors, secretaries. bus drivers are people to9.
Families: divorce, pain, grief;
Obligations to church and community.
Promotion of equal status for women.
·

·

·

Parents:

· Partnership : we /they or us.
"
Parent-teacher or parent-teacher -student confe:renfes? ..
Parent-teacher social relationships - help or hindrance?''''
Parents and school attendance policies: vacati9ns. special· days.
Parents and discipline, detention. extra . curricuiat demands; ettf

'

